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DEVELOPMENT, 1990,61,929-945. Current evidence suggests that young children ha
stsinding of false belief. Standard false belief tasks, however, may underestimate ch
for 2 reasons. First, the only cue to belief in these tasks is a protagonist's la

tasics require children to malce forward-looking predictions &c

action, and children may not be very skilled at making
investigated whether 3-year-olds would do better on tasks in - - —-„-.,
and in which they could reason backward to the belief from its effects (e.g., from a protagonist's

provide strong support for the view that children of this age do not fiilly understand the representa-

In trying to make sense of other people's Cnrrent evidence suggests that young

psychological theory (Lewis, 1972; Stich, lief (e.g., Gopnik & Astington, 1988; Hogrefe,
1983). Within this theory the behavior of Wimmer, & Pemer, 1986; Johnson & Marat-
beliefs, desires, intentions, and the like. Two Wimmer & Pemer, 1983). In standard false
implicit principles are especially central to belief tasks a story protagonist acquires a false
this folk theory. The first is that the relation belief by virtue of being absent during some
between the mind and the world is mediated critical event. For example, in one experi-
by representations that may or may not accu- ment by Pemer et al. (1987), children were
rately reflect states of the world (Forguson & told a story in which a protagonist called John
Gopnik, 1988). For example, beliefs may be leaves some chocolate in a drawer and then,
false and desires may be unfiilfilled. The sec- while he is away, his mother places the
ond is that these representations are causally chocolate in the cupboard. On tasks like these
connected to the world in speciflc ways. Our children are asked either to predict the pro-
beliefs and desires, for example, may be tagonist's belief (e.g., where does John think
caused by what we perceive in the external the chocolate is?), or to predict the protago-

world and, in tum, they are causally involved nist's action (e.g., where will John look for the
in producing our actions in the world. What is chocolate?). In either case, it is not until 4 or 5
of interest to developmental psychologists is years of age that most children succeed on
when and how children acquire these princi- these tasks. Three-year-olds typically assert
pies. In this arUcle we report research on this that the protagonist's belief corresponds to
issue that focuses on the mental state of belief the true state of affairs (or that the protago-
and, in particular, on young children's con- nist's action will be based on that state of af-
ception of false belief. fairs). For example, they say that John thinks
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to understand that failure to perceive a critical f ' * * ' • / '^'^ """^ 'f,̂'*-'

event can lead to the formation of a false be- """^ '^^ '^'^'^'^ "'"P'y-
lief Strictly speaking, then, these tasks are as Of course, whether yo

1 . . f _L;1J • ] t^^Jj^™ „*• !,„ •.„l «J..̂ _*.™™« ^r U,..^^ ^
s would de, -

" " "se belief They would also ne
..- .- -. - ,-, 1 understanding of the relat

tions that may or may not be accurate, and between goals and actions, and (b) an abi:
that people act on the basis of these represen- to interpret given reactions as instances
tations, and nevertheless fail false belief tasks surprise. With respect to the former, the t
because they do not understand much about dence sunaests that ehildren as voune as
belief formation. With respect to this, Wim-
mer and his colleagues (Wimmer, Hogrefe, &

Sodian, 1988) have argued that young chil- vvoouey, in press;, wiui resyeci LU uie laiLei,
dren "have no idea where knowledge or be- the evidence is not as clear. Although a ma-
lief come from" (p. 173). Althou^ there is jority of 3-year-olds can distinguish surprise

spect to others' knowledge states (Wimmer, facial expression, it is not until 4 or 5 years of
Hogrefe, & Pemer, 1988) and with respect to age that children can make such distinctions
the child's own knowledge states (Gopnik & on the basis of situational cues (Smiley &
Graf, 1988; O'Neill & Gopnik, 1989), not all of Huttenlocher, 1989). In these experiments,
the evidence is supportive (e.g.. Pillow, 1989; however, children were presented with only
Pratt & Bryant, in press). Nevertheless, even one type of cue to surprise (either facial ex-
if children do understand something of the pression cues alone or situational cues alone),
origins of epistemic states, those origins In contrast, children might be expected to un-

might not be very salient for them in the con- derstand surprise earlier in more naturalistic
text of a false belief task. Whether or not a settings. In these settings redundant cues to
character has had perceptual access to some surprise, such as facial expression, bodily
critical event is, after all, a rather indirect cue movements, vocal intonation, and situational
to the character's belief In the example from context, are often available (Smiley & Hutten-
Pemer et al. (1987) cited above, John cer- locher, 1^9). Moreover, most 3-year-olds
tainly has not done anything to reveal his be- comprehend the word surprised, at least by
lief; he is merely absent during the critical parental report (Ridgeway, Waters, 6E Kuczaj,
event. Moreover, requiring children to deter- 1985). Consistent with this, Trabasso, Stein,
mine the efiects of perceptual access on a and Johnson (1981) found that when 3- and 4-
character's beliefs imposes an inferential bur- year-olds were merely told that a character
den that may hinder performance. Thus, if was surprised and were asked to create an
children were given cues to belief that were appropriate explanation for this reaction, a
more salient and that required less of an infer- majority of them were able to do so. There-
ence to the belief, they might well do better. fore, if children v - '•• - — — ' " • • ' -

everyday dealings with people ^"^

^ „& ^,,«JI.,UIQ 17 .̂. ov.inmi<i were

basis of his false belief, goes to look in the
drawer instead of in the cupboard. John's ac-

tion alone ought to strongly suggest what his
(mistaken) belief is, even without considering
his lack of perceptual access to the true state



belief (e.g., from what the protagonist has and
has not perceived). Young children, however,
might not be very skilled at making forward-
looking predictions from causes to effects in
the belief domain. They might well find it
easier to reason backward to a belief from its
effects (e.g., from the protagonist's actions and
reactions). Note that, when presented with an
action or reaction that stems from a false be-
lief, children are faced with something of a
puzzle. Using our extension of the Perner et
al. (1987) example again, children know that
the chocolate is in the cupboard and that John
wants the chocolate, and yet they see John
acting in an apparently irrational way by
looking in the drawer. The action may seem
perverse to children because clearly it both

friistrates John's desire and does not accord
with the tme state of the world. Unless they
are able to invoke the notion ofa false belief,
they will be hard pressed to make sense of
John's action at all. Similarly, John's surprise

ought to be puzzling for children. If John be-
lieved that the drawer was empty, then of
course he ought not be surprised when he
looks there. Again, children ought to have
difficuify accounting for John's surprise un-
less they credit him with a false belief. In
standard false belief tasks, on the other hand,
children are not faced with these puzzles. In
these tasks they are given the cause of the

tagonist's belief or action. By predicting that
the protagonist's belief or action will accord
with reality, children will actually avoid any
conHicts between the action, the belief, the

desire, and the way the world is (see also
Bartsch & Wellman, 1989).
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from the protagonist's lack of perceptual ac-
cess to the critical event. This condition was
designed to be similar in essential respects to

the standard false behef tasks that others have
used (e.g., Hogrefe et al., 1986; Pemer et al.,

condition, chiHrm har\ Acliof ,̂,B= -voilom"

theba , ,
not satisfy a goal. In a surprise condition, chil-
dren had belief cues available from the pro-
tagonist's reaction of surprise, as well as f̂ om
perceptual access and the protagonist's ac-
tions. In all three conditions, children were
asked to state the protagonist's belief Based
on the kind and number of cues available in
the different conditions, we predicted that
children would show more understanding of
false belief in the surprise condition than in

condition than in the perception condition.

Experiment 1

Subjects

The subjects were 48 nursery school chil-
dren (26 boys, 22 girls) drawn from upper-
middleclass families Sixteen child
randomly assigned to each condition with

the age range, and the mean age be roughly
equivalent in each condition. In the percep-
tion condition (7 girls, 9 boys) children's ages
ranged from 3-0 to 3-11, in the action condi-
tion (7 girls, 9 boys) from 2-11 to 3-11, and in
the surprise condition (8 girls, 8 boys) from 3-

n might show m
b l i f h

w more un
n presented Materials

f th I

aterials

In pr search o elief (e.g.,
er, 1983)
t k

reactions appear to be much stronger cues to
belief than, perceptual access cues are, and
second, action and reaction cues present chil-
dren with puzzles that can only plausibly be
resolved by invoking a felse belief Such puz-
zles do not arise in the standard tasks.

In Experiment 1 these ideas were tested
by eomparing children's performance on false
belief tasks that differed in the kind and num-

In previou
Pemer et al., 1987; Wimmer &
children have fypically been as
belief attributions about a story character or
a doll. To provide a more sensitive test of
young children's understanding of false be-
hef, we made use of movies portraying the
speech and actions of real people Two color
movies, one about a clown and another about
' ' / ' f •>"• "ere videotaped with sound using

J fr""°d from y2 mm, depend-

a protagonist acquired a false belie
of being denied perceptiial access
l event. In a perception condition,
elief cues available to children

Procedure
All children were tested by the sam

male experimenter. ITie procedure will b
described in detail for the clown movie. I



adult playing th

bag on a chair. She next put the crayons back ing in the original location. In the third sc
inside the bag and left the room, announcing Cathy reentered the room and the ex]
that she was going to get some paper and that menter commented on her goal, just as he
she wonld draw a picture. In the second in the other conditions. Cathy then wa
scene, a clown entered through a side door, over to the bag and opened it. On discove
discovered the crayons in the bag, and an- the rocks she lo(*ed extremely surprise
nonnced that she was going to play a trick on both facisd expression and bodily movem(
Cathy. She hid the crayons in the top drawer, and she said in a surprised tone of vc,..,
placed some rocks in the bag, and departed. "Hey, there are rocks in here!" Immediately
•" . . . . stopped the videotape after this, the experimenter stopped the '

,s stopped a clear still and said, "Look how surprised Cathy is!
' asked know ' " - ' . . . . . .
Ejloca- andse

The experimenter then stopped the videotape after this, the experimenter stopped the tape
and said, "Look how surprised Cathy is! We
know why Caihy's surprised! Let's go back

' " - • mdtothe

the bag and then played forv
' -'- she was about to op«

re asked Memory Ques-
. ng Cathy's whereabouts dur- . . . „ . H t that th

ing the second scene: "And was Cathy in the ^ . . , ' . ^ ^ ^ i ft tn find
room or outside when the clown hid the Cray- ^ ealuem&iathe uld fix it I these

°^^' ond scene, a feiry replaced fte broken plane
Action condition.—Children in this con- widi a new truck and put the plane in a trash

dition were given additional belief cues' in can. In the third scene, Billy returned with a
the form of the protagonist's actions. In die hammer and some glue, walked over to the
third scene, Cathy reentered the room and the box, and opened it. On discovering the truck
experimenter commented on her goal, exactly he looked extremely surprised in both fecial
as he did for children in the perception condi- expression and bodily movements, and he
don. Cathy then walked over to tiie bag, and said in a suipri^d tone of voice, "Hey, there's
the experimenter stopped the tape as she was a truck in here!" "Hie various test questions
about to open it. The experimenter then were identical in form to tiiose in the clown
asked the Belief, Reality, Justification, and movie, and they were asked at the corre^
Memory 3 Questions. These questions were sponding places in the movie.
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In the clown movie, a desirable object (a Justification, and Memory 3 Questions were
box of crayons) was replaced with something always given in the same fixed order. The or-
undesirable (rocks). In the fairy movie, an un- der was fixed rather than counterbalanced so
desirable object (a broken plane) was re- that we conld obtain information concerning
placed with something desirable (a truck), children's false belief understanding uncon-
Tbe desirability of the original object was taminated by responses to these other ques-
varied to check for the possibility that chil- tions. The response alternatives for the Belief
dren might give correct responses simply by and Reality Questions were always given in
equating the protagonist's belief with the pro- the same order for a given child for a particu-
tagonist's desire. Thus, in the clown movie lar movie, but they were counterbalanced
tbe protagonist falsely believed there were across children. The position of the cc
crayons in the bag, and she also desired the alternative for these qi

tagonist falsely believed there was a broken

plane in the box but presumably had no de-

sire for a broken toy. If children misinterpret

the belief question as a request for the pro-

Children's memory for the critical as-

pects of both movies was excellent. On Mem-

ory Question 1, concerning the final location
the important events in both movies, pointing of the crayons or the broken plane, no child
out, for instance, why the protagonist had left made even a single error. On Memory Ques-
the room, what the clown or fairy was doing tion 2, concerning the final contents ofthe bag
with the objects, and noting that the protago- or the box, there was only one error. On
nist was absent while this was happening. Memory Qnestion 3, concerning whether the

protagonists were outside when the location
Probe questions.—On their second of the crayons or the broken plane was

movie, after children were asked the above changed, there were only five error- ' — ' ~"^
set of test questions, they were given some trials). There were no significant
additional probe questions. We describe here between

half of the sample (n = 24, Sperco'ndition), Belief and Reality Questions

the experimenter stopped the tape while the To assess children s false belief perfor-

andaskedth ^ . . - r ___ ,„ . , . . ^ ... . ^ _ ,. r

"Why is Cathy/Billy looking in
Following this, 46 of the 4r

..-.e asked the Surprise Explanation OveraU performance.-On the Belief
Question: "Why is Cathy/Billy surprised?" Question, children were correct on only 25%
For children in the surprise condition, this of the 96 trials. Children erred by claiming

-=" - - ' \ ey had seen the part of that the protagonist's belief corresponded
se probe questions re- with the actual state of affairs (e.g., in the

first movie, children saw only as much ofthe Children we
videotape as was appropriate for the condition standing of false

to which they were assigned. On their second they were correct on both the Belie
movie, after the test questions were asked, ity Questions. Children met this criterion o
they saw all of the videotape regardless of only 24% of the 96 trials. Their errors wer
condition. The order of Memory Questions 1 highly systematic. On 70 of the 73 trials o

s the two which children foiled the false belief tas
if. Reality, they did so by failing the Belief Question b
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TABLE 1 bel

S C O E E T F O ™ PEECE™io7AcTroN, Am"" Although children
SURPBISE CONDITIONS ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^ ^ j Surpri i surprise conditions than in

condition, performance in
.__s was, nevertheless, rather

in the surprise condition, n

; was not signifies ' "•"•

lan to be expected b

1 out of 2), ((15) = -1.43, p __,_, ._
significantly below cbance in both the action

5) = -2.45, p < .03, and the
1 o — J ^ „.,. ^ ,,...4" percepoon condition, t(15) — —4.39 p
completed two trialr " " ' ' *^"- •^''- '^^'•"

(SD = 0.80). This _- ,
significantly below chance, ((47) = -
<.001(since children were essenf "
ing on the Reality Question, the

expected by chance was taken
than 0.5 ont of 2). Children ter.
succeed on both or fail on both trials. Of
48 children, only nine were o
trials; a further five were corrt
trial; and a large majority of 34 .,^4^ ...w,^^^ —=. — — r——a
on both trials. Their overall performance on ferring to some aspect ofthe ou-.,.... , . . „ ,

clown put them in there"). A further 7% of
the justifications were related to the protago-

V "rf—""" '"T nist's desires, and in 4% of their justifications
_;ncondition,wh*S;irj:r:::rdbet«:; ehUdrenctoedthattheprotagonisthadper-
than perfonnance in the perception condition.
The data are consistent with tl ' ' • '
ordering. In tbe surprise condil

met our false belief Criterion (cc
the Belief and Reality Questions) on 34% of Probe Questions

n condition on 25% Responses to the ,

r t e s s , a o d
xt-,-.--option vs. action vs. surprise) x m

order (clown movie first vs. fairy movie first) the protagonists false belief
ANOVA on children's false belief scores re- his or her lack of perceptual access to the criti-
vealed no significant effects. A more specific cal event, to some deception that had taken
• ' *" lr hypothesis, however, is a test of place, or (for the surprise explanations) to a

[c trend (Ferguson, 1981, pp. 412- discrepancy between a prior state and a cur-
•ti-*/. 1 uis test is based on the pattern of per- rent state of afBiirs. The outcome-related cate-
formance across all conditions, taking into gory could include references to the current
account the predicted ordering of the condi- content ofthe critical location (e.g., the rocks),

correlation and is designed to assess whetlwr crayons) from that location, or to how the cur-
rank-ordered scores on a dependent variable rent content came to be there (e,g,, the clown
are monotonically related to an ordered set of put the rocks in die bag). Finally, the no ex-
conditions. The monotonic trend was signifi- planation category conld include cases in
cant, one-tailed ^ » 1.76, p < .05. False belief which children did not answer, did not know,
scores were monotonically related to the pre- or gave irrelevant or uninterpretable re-

Condition effects.—We had predicted

ceptual access to what the clown or feiry'



In Tables 2 and 3, children's explana- _, __ _ _

t^:^r^:Ti:ft^ft ^ - d conVde'rW.^ '"^''' ""''̂  "'•
desires (46%) tban to beliefs (12%), On the We made several changes. First, in Ex-
Snrprise Explanation Question, both out- periment 1 the task was embedded in a ricb
come- and belief-related responses are appro- context designed to engage cbildren's interest

priate explanations of the protagonist's reac- and attention. Nevertheless, it did require
tion. For example, the fkct that rocks are in children to integrate information Irom three
the bag is the proximal cause of Cathy's sur- scenes, and to keep track of two characters,

crayons in the bag. Combining tbese two cate- pressed cbildren's perfonnance. To reduce

sponses. Again, however, within these appro- false belief task that various researchers have
priate explanations children rarely referred to used (e.g., Gopnik & Astington, 1988; Hog-
some aspect ofthe outcome were much more Smarties task children are shown a familiar
frequent (61%). Tims, even asking explicitly candy box wbich, when opened, is seen to
for explanations of actions and reactions did contain pencils. Children are then asked what
not prompt children to offer false belief re- another child, who has not yet seen the box,
sponses. will think is inside it. In such a task, children

Category

Belief-related

EXAMPLES OF CHILDREN S SUF

Percentage

IPRISE EXPLANATIONS IN EACH CArEcoRY

Example
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they do in the "c „
in Experiment 1. In addition, they first experi-

selves before being asked to state that per-
son's perspective. That is, children initially
have the same fiJse belief about the candy
box as the naive other does, and this may ease
the perspective-taking burden (see Chandler

& Helm, 1984). In our adaptation ofthe Smar-
ties task, a protagonist looked for a certain ob-
ject (e.g., bandaids), saw a box that normally
contained such an object (e.g., a bandaid box),
but was then greatly surprised to flnd that it
contained somediing else (e.g., a toy car).
Like the Smarties task, this new task con-
sisted of a single scene only and required
children to keep track of only one character,
one object, and one location.

Second, inferring a false belief from sur-
prise cues has some inherent complexity that
inferences from other belief cues do not
share. Specifically, once the protagonist has
been surprised, he or she no longer holds a
false belief The problem then is to ensure
that children understand that the test ques-
tion refers to the protagonist's prior rather
than current belief. Our approach to this in
the first experiment was to rewind the tape to
the earlier point in time before asking the
false belief questioi - " •

ways. To begin with, both the protagonist and
the experimenter explicidy stated the goal
(e.g., in one movie the protagonist said that
she was looking for bandaids, and this was
immediately reiterated by the experimenter).
Further, as in Experiment 1, children were

k d plain the protagonist's action and
i ddii they

ifi

formance suffered accordingly. Even though

coniusion, we adopted a different approach in

the second experiment to circumvent this
possibility altogether. Instead of rewinding

mediately after children saw the protagonist's

surprise. To clarify that we were referring to
the protagonist's prior belief, we relied on
strong linguistic markers in the test question
and, in addition, we pretested children on a

task that was similar to the false belief task in

Fourth, to p
more powerful belief cues, the protagonists
false belief in this experiment was strongly
implied, not only by what she did, but also by
what she said. For example, in the bandaid
movie, the protagonist found a bandaid box

d said, "Ah, here are some bandaids!"
then, after disco l i h b
said, "Where ar

new task, the protagonists would be so
heavily associated with the correct answer to
the fblse belief question (e.g., bandaids) that
children might give this answer without a
true understanding of false belief. In the first
experiment, we credited children with an
understanding of false belief if they were cor-
rect on both the false belief qnestion and the

latdidnc ee Gopnik &

than having to infer beliefs, children were
simply required to state a prior and a current
action of a protagonist. Only children who
performed well on the pretest were retained
for the false belief task.

Third, part of the rationale for the first
experiment was that children might find i
easier to infer a false bel- '"'
reaction provided they k

paired, then they should be coiTect on the
false belief question but incorrect on the true
belief question. The addition of this true be-
lief question also aUowed a test of children's
understanding of change of belief as well as of

middle-class families. Tbeir ages ranged from



scene and lasted from 60
movies were shown to child
(48-cm) color monitor.
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asked the False Belief Question: "Let's re-
member back to when Mary first saw the box
What did Mary think was gonna be in the box
before she opened it? A car, or bandaids?"
This was followed by the True Belief Ques-
tion: "What about now? What does Mary
think is in the box now? A car, or bandaids?"

first saw the box. What did Mary do before
she opened the box? Did she jump up and
down or did she eat a cookie?" They were
then asked about her current action: "What
about now? What is Mary doing now? Is she
jumping up and down or is she eating a
cookie?" If children erred on either of these
questions they were corrected, and their er-
rors were illusti-ated by sbowing the movie
over again. The crayon movie had a similar
form: Sally saw a crayon box on the table,
clapped her hands three times, opened the
box, and began to draw a picture.

False belief task.-Children watched

two movies in each of which a protagonist had
a false belief by virtue of not having seen the
unexpected content ofa familiar-looking box.

discovered and was surprised by tl

Sally canie'in looking for popcorn, found a

prised to discover a pencil in the box. Test
questions formally identical to those in the

bandaid movie were tben asked.

' ' " T h e two pretest movies were given in a

movie), whereas the order ofthe two false be-
lief movies was counterbalanced. The test

belief tasks were always given in the order
indicated above. The response alternatives

for these questions were always given in the
same order for a given child for a particular

^^r^^ssrif^
could not do so, Ihey were given the answer
Mary then entered shaking her hand and said,
"Ouch, my finger hurts! I'm looking for a
bandaid." The experimenter immediately re-
stated her goal, saying, "She's looking for a
bandaid. Mary then saw the bandaid box on
the table and said, "Ah, here are some band-
K V, f^^j* she sat down at the table, opened

the box, discovered a toy car inside, pulled it
out, looked astonished, and exclaimed, "Hey,
there s a car in here! Where are the band-
aids? While saying this, she shook the box
up and down to make sure there were no
bandaids inside, and then pointed the open
end of the empty box toward the camera. Fi-
nally, she placed the car half-way back in the
box and the tape was stopped with a close-up
clearly showing a puzzled Mary holding the
car in the bandaid box. The experimenter
said, "Look how surprised Mary is!" and then

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Pretest
Fourteen children answered the test

questions about the protagonist's actions cor-
rectly on both pretest movies. A fiirther two
children answered incorxecUy on the first
movie, were given corrective feedback, and
then answered correcdy on the second movie.

The remaining three children were either in-
correct on both movies, or their performance
deteriorated from the first te the second
movie. These diree children were not re-
tained for the false belief task. The final sam-
pie thus consisted of 16 children (8 boys and 8
giris). Their ages ranged from 3-1 to 3-11, with
a mean of 3-6. These sample characteristics
are identical te those of the surprise condition

in Experiment 1.
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False Belief Task
Initial belief questions.—To a

dren's fiilse belief performance, wi

•Itae Belief Qtesb"o'ns'. T°here were'no '̂signifi"- A third more plausible, explanation is
cant differences between the two movies on ^^^ many of these children understood little
these or any ofthe other questions asked in about beliefs and, hence, responded with
this experiment. On the False Belief Ques- whatever seemed most salient to them at the
tion children were con-ect on 47% of the 32 « ™ "f * e test question. Given that Ae pro-
trials. Each child completed two trials, and ^"^^^ had been much more stirongly associ-
thus possible false belief scores ranged from 0 ^ throughout the task wiA what tumed out
to 2 The mean number con-ect out of two ^ °^ ™^ wrong altemative (e.g., bandaids) on
trials was 0.94 (SD = 0.85), which is not Ae Tme Belief Question, it is not surprising
significantly different from the mean to be ex- *»* many children found this altemaUve
^ e d b y chance (°e H u t of 2) highly saUent and, thus, feU into error on this

' question. One implication of this is that some
liefSn"r.t.™^rut:«:c'̂ -- ofthecorrectresponsesto.theFalseBelief

— , —ecor
mly 59% of the trials. Children ened
i h h i ' b

e protagonist
tives indeedby claiming that the protagonist's cunent be- and one of the response altematives; indeed,

lief was fyse (e.g., in the bandaid movie they we included the Tme Belief Question to con-
said that Mary now thought there were band- trol for that very possibility.

The mean number conect was 1.19 (SD = In Experiment 1 we credited children
0.91), which is not significandy different ei- with an understanding of false belief on a par-
ther from chance or from perfonnance on the ticular trial if they correctly identified both
False Belief Question. Below we mle out two the false belief and the tme state of a&irs. In
explanations for children's perfonnance on Experiment 2 we did so if they comiotly
• le Tme Belief Question and then suggest a identified both the prior false belief and the

:e likely, altemative. cun-ent tme belief. Children m • - ' "

fusion about the tme contents of the boxes. ^^ ^ ^ jhe False and Tme Belief Questions
Against this, however, recall that in Experi- jointly tike conclusion is the same Children's
ment 1 children were near ceiling on the Re- ^^grWBCe hovers around chance and in-

ch'iUren hldTvelf ̂ r e infoiLao?rb™ra.e "^'^ '"*' confidence in their understanding

there was a car in the box, but she asked responses to iiie Action and Surprise Exjda-
where the bandaids were and shook the box nation Questions, we used the same catego-
up and down to make sure it was empty. In ries as in Experiment 1. Table 4 shows these
addition, when the test questions were asked, responses broken down by category for boft
children could clearly see Mary holding-Ae explanation questions. For purposes of com-
car in the box. Further, although we did not parison, the corresponding percentages from

test children's knowledge of the reality di- Experiment 1 are shown in parentheses. Two
rectly, many of them revealed this under- things a»e noteworthy. First, the profile of re-
standing in responses to the probe questions sponses for both questions was very similar to
(see below). On these questions children fi-e- that obtained in Eiperiment 1. Second, be-
quently made reference tn either the pres- lief-related responses were extremely rare.
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predicted that a protagonist w_ _ __
prised if an outcome was incongment with a
belief, a majority also predicted that the pro-
tagonist would be surprised if th. - '

outcome-related responses for surprise expla-

nations. Ofthe action explanations, 56% were
appropriate (belief- plus desire-related re-
sponses). Similarly, 56% ofthe surprise expla-
nations were appropriate (belief- plus out-
come-related responses).

dren appropriately explained the protago-
nist's surprise. They typically did so, how-
ever, not by invoking the protagonist's false

outcome. Nevertheless, it might be argued
that children's outcome-related responses
were in fiict mediated by an understanding of
false belief even though they did not include
explicit references to beliefs. Although this is

possible, several other, more frugal, inter
tations of the data are available. First, re
that, immediately prior to the test questions,
the protagonist had commented in a surprised

pected object (e.g., a car) and, in Experiment
2, on the absence ofthe expected objects (e.g.,
bandaids). Some children may then have
merely echoed the protagonist's words in
their explanations without any consideration
of beliefs. Second, children's responses may

have been generated by scriptlike knowledge
of the situations that typically evoke surprise
(see Smiley & Huttenlocher, 1989). They
might merely understand that novel objects

rocks in a bag in Experiment 1) lead to sur-
prise, again vrithout any understanding of
how beliefe are involved. Finally, outcome-

related 1

to the surprise probe may well have been
mediated by an understanding of desires

rather than an understanding of beliefs.

These other possibilities cast consider-
able doubt on any claim that children's out-
come-related responses are evidence of false

tmly mediated by such an understanding,
then there should be at least some correlation
between performance on the Surprise Expla-

nation Question and on the False Belief
Question. To test this hypothesis, we scored
children's explanations as correct if they w<
in either the belief- or '
gories, and as ir

slated explanations of the pr

generated by a latent understanding of belief

an understanding of
ef. For example, take ch

d d h M

from an understanding of desire rather than
belief. For example, take children who, in the

bandaid movie, said that Mary was surprised

might have believed this, not because Mary
thought there would be bandaids in the box,
but because she wanted and did not find band-
aids there. With respect to this possibility,
even 4-year-olds have some difficulty relat-

question in response to the Action Explana-

tion Question). Children were essentially at
ceiling in recalling the protagonists' goals: in

response to this Coal Question there was only
a single enor out of 32 trials. This impressive
performance, togedler with children's spon-
taneous tendency in both experiments to in-
terpret the protagonists' actions in terms of
desires and goals, is consistent with other
work showing that 2- and 3-year-olds have

• " ' srstanding of goals and de-

i False Belief Question.—Finally,
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this question, children were correct on 50% of resolved by invoking a false belief The ma-
different from chance (i.e., 1 out of 2) by a ( tn the protagonists. In neither experiment did
test. Ten out of 16 children (63%) were cor- children's performance rise above chance
rect on at least one False Belief Question, levels. These flndings provide powerful evi-
which is also not different from chance (bino- dence for the view that young children do not
mial test). If Ae probe questions were prim- understand false belief. In addition, the re-
ing some latent false belief knowledge, then suits from Experiment 2 support and extend
perfonnance should have been better on the earlier findings by Gopnik and Astington
second as compared to the flrst False Belief (1988) that children of this age do not under-
Question. Performance on these two ques- stand change of belief Wiereas Gopnik and
tions, however, was not significantly different. Astington showed that children do not under-

Consistont with this, children's perfonnance stand changes in their own beliefs, our find-
was relatively stable from the initial to the ings show that they also do not understand
repeatod False Belief Questions (r = 0.70, p changes in another person's beliefs.

" • • ' t " ' . nT ; :Sv i^ we believe tacMdren's feiluretojn-

' - - I -•- -y. ,A h^t, ' ' " ' ' " ^? ' ' '^•l ' beuSs ' * ^ p S n a H c * ° a " n Lde^u'ate con'-
conclusion holds whether we examine chil- ™nttnn ^f >M>li«>f Rf'fnrp this mnrlusion can
dren's explanations direcdy or their responses Uea^eDtedhowever certain oertpheral task
>„ „ «,K=L,,ont Fako Rplipf r>.,PsKnr>. ?" at^epMa. "owever, certam perjpnerai tasK. False Behef Question: FaXrsreS tXemied O ; T : e^rnXnTrf

•st and children's performance. Below we discuss a
re in range of such factors and argue diat none of

. . .„. . - . .....r ' Goal diem can account for the flndings firom diese
Question. In feet, diey typically attributed a and other fiUse belief studies,
belief to die protagonist diat would have Q^^^ peripheral factor diat might affect
made the action raationai, given tne pro- children's performance would be a feilure to
tagonist s goal. For example, some oi the chil- «.mpmbpr thp nnfiral fects nf the tasks How-
dren very confidendy claimed diat Mary was ^ " T̂  ^ f ^"rat e^menb ^ in X r

»iS£:sih^£^iSS SSSSSSsSiiS:
, , . , . ^ .» . „ . » , . _ „ iiderably.

v̂-oo " -^ '̂̂ ^y "^^® ^~ A seccMid possibility is that children perfonn

"'""ti'tl''Td"'?of to L%^ " P~̂ 'y '̂ ^" '̂' ^^ ^ ""' S"̂  ^^^^"^
groxinaeu unaerstanuing ot desires Etna goais. tncjce encasins In tiie oresent studies how
They gave little hint of u n d e ^ d i n g Ae rel- ^^^^^ oiSlcs 'were presented in a mo;ie for-
evance ot actions to me protagonists Deiiers. ^^ ^ ^ j ^ real-life protagonists involved in

General Dncumion P'"*" ^^^^f>^^ *° ^ °f considerable interest

^̂ enerai uiscussion ^ preschool children (Experiment 1 espe-
At the outset we argued that standard cially). It was the experimenter's strong im-

false belief tasks might be masking young pression diat children did find die movies en-
children's true competence. They might well gaging, and dieir excellent performance on
have considerable understanding of belief, die memory questions is testimony to diat.
and yet fail diese tasks. We suggested diat Neverdieless, children were generally unable
chUdren's difficulties might be related t» die to make contect attributions about die pro-
belief cues available in die tasks. They m i ^ t tagwiists' beliefe. A diird possibility is that
have problems eidier in inferring die belief children's attributional errors are speciflc to a
on die basis of perceptual access cues or, particular kind of protagonist However, a
more generally, in reasoning forward from die wide range of protagonists have now been in-

of a belief as opposed to reasoning eluded in Mse belief studies (e.g., dolls, story
'ard from die efiects of a belief. Our characters, children, adults, and movie char-cause of a beli

backward from
fid id Iitde support for these sug- aeters) without seeming to affect

performance (e.g., Flavell, FlaveU,

Moses, 1990, in this issue; Gopik
ton, 1988; Johnson Sc Maratsos,

backward from the efiects of a belief. Our characters, children, adults, an
findings provide Iitde support for these sug- aeters) without seeming to a

ti I both experiments we ^ v e chil- performance (eg Flavell Fla
b l i f
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fourth' possibility is diat children fkil Mse he- ^ . ^ ^ « ^ ^ ^ „ „„„„ ^^n, a proiagomst s ac-
hef tasks because of die linguisdc demands of tions. Bartsch and Wellman obtained results

die task. Consistent widi odier flndings (e.g., which diey argue demonstrate "an early but
Gopnik & Astington, 1988; see also Hard & genuine understanding of felse b e S " (p
Wimmer, 1989), however, children performed 963). In dieir studies children were told
exceptionally well in Experiment 2 on a pre- stories diat were similai to our movies in diat
test task roughly equivalent to die false belief a protagonist acted in^ w ™ t £ t would not
task in its general linguisdc complexity. Simi- sadsfy a desire. For example, in one story
larly, children's difficulty is unlikely to be diey were told diat "Jane is looking for her
H,,e M t>,« ™nifl. !„„„,=,,„ .,.^A <„ ,1.. . . . . . ,..„ ^ _ , . . . (J, ^jjjjjg ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^

vn«-ouuiio. ill uicu wuiR, Y*ixiiiiier auu remer "—• t l ... l ..
have varied die form of die quesdons con-
siderably widiout affecdng children's perfor- „ . . , . „ „ , „ „ „ , „^ ^^,,^ „ . „ . „ »»y .^^^ ,

mance(Hogrefeetal 1986;Pemeretal.,1987; die explanadon did not*make reference'to
Wimmer & Pemer, 1983). Moreover, in a re- a false belief, diey were speciflcally asked

:iSttirq:e:^ot7nt whicHs lf^^s^.vz:ziA7fs ^^zt
ot require an understanding of felse belief periment, Bartsch and Wellman found diat

trby Z^r^^ZCS^ZZ ZTbSS. mrre
what diey had initially (correcdy) up belief question were ta

diought was in die container. In a "change of however, Aey found di^t w
mind task, after they had discovered die un- diirds of dieir 3-year-olds at
expected content of a familiar container, diey belief to a protagonist at leist once out of
were also asked what diey had initiall^ (bu' diree t^als in̂  on^Xd^, t d aUearonce on
this time mistakenly) diought was in die con- of flve trials in a second study. Again, diough
tamer. Three-year-olds performed exception- diese results are not unlike ours Recall that

„ „ .̂̂ .v.û uv̂ .} ..iui icuot.. uc- ucve, iiowever, tnat our results demonstrate
re conceptual radier dian linguisdc. false belief understanding since performance
A flnal factor diat might affect children's ™ ' ,°<", ̂ bove chance and, in addidon, chU-

task performance concems possible problems °''^" ^ difficulties on die Tme Belief Ques-
in predicdng forward from die cause ofa be- '*°" ' " |«^^ ' * ^ ' *ey ™y have somedmes
lief as opposed to reasoning backward from responded correctly on die False Belief
die effects of a belief. Indeed, such a possi- Q"esdon merely because of die protagonist's
bility was one modvadon for our studies having been heavily associated widi die cor-
Certainly, children's somewhat improved «><:'altemadve. Bartsch and Wellman's confl-

performance in die acdon and surprise condi- ?ence m then- results stems largely from die
dons of Experiment 1 is consistent with this * t"eir quesdons were open-ended
suggesdon. Moreover, an understanding of (™ereas ours were two-altemadve forced-
fyse belief may well begin to emerge when ""boice). They argue diat on dieir open-ended
children are confronted widi actions and reac- quesdons children would be unlikely to come
dons diat conflict widi die actor's goals and "P '*"'" " e correct answer widiout an under-
desires. It is in just diese situadons diat an s'™ding of fklse belief Against diis, how-
inadequate concepdon of belief will be found '^'''; because dieir stories involved only a
most wandng. Having said diat, however, a "'"«'" "bject (e.g., a kitten in die story cited
substandal propordon of children in our stud- eariier), it is difficult to imagine what children

ies performed poorly even in situadons of diis '^°"' ' ' "''er, odier dian diat object, in response
kind. Problems widi predicdon cannot, diere- "> ̂ ^f" belief quesdons. Moreover, die dan-

fore, be die sole source of children's difficulty ««" " '™ associadve bias is clearly greater in a
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be somewhat inflated. Apropos of diis issue, been obtained by Flavell et al. (1980, in diis
Wellman (in press) has recendy reanalyzed issue) and by Hartl and Wimmer (1989) using
die Bartsch and Wellman data and fbund diat tasks in which characters' actions provided
most of die evidence of false belief under- strong evidence as to die false beliefs diose
standing came from older 3-year-olds only, characters held. Moreover, some odier recen
Thus, we would caudon against attributing studies show diat, even when no inference tc
too much felse belief competence to youag die felse belief is required, J-year-olds con
chUdren on die basis of Bartsch and Well- dnue to perform poorly (Harris, Johnson, *
man's findings. Hanis, 1988; Wellman & Bartsch, 1988). Ir

E bei tJie m ^ ! : i : ; ± S i ^ & r c h U - dren incorrecdy predicted that die protagonist

rmlniJTc^Ssrl^StslreSj;? -rf^X"^. ̂ L-'btisTt̂ alsf £
^u^rkYirCetln^LS^^ral'^SS^: 1«S «r'- 'v. chilAen have about as n,,.ch
nadons of children's performance. What we
would suggest, however, is diat young chW
dren's difficulties are extremely rubust an

SSVLt''f,tTom: i r ' S u l f (ig°! wi*felsê .ief̂ w.nbeyond^dlfB;u.tiesin
Bartsch & Wellman. 1989; Chandler, Fritz, & ">femng beliefs from situadonal cues.

Perhaps, however, children do not un-

^jrstand how beliefi are related to actions in

—, , .. the world. The studies mendoned above
result from an inadequate conception of be- (Harris et al., 1988; Wellman & Bartsch,
lief, dien what is lacking from dieir concep- 1988), in which children incorrecdy predicted
tion would need to be precisely specified. Be- actions from beliefs, are clearly consistent
low we discuss two classes of explanadon diat widi diis hypodiesis. Some addidonal evi-
attempt to do just diat. These explain chil- dence in support of it comes from die present
dren's difBculdes in terms of a failure to studies in which children interpreted actions
understand die two implicit principles of folk and reactions more frequendy in terms of de-
psychology mendoned at the beginning of sires than beliefs. On the odier hand, how-
this ardcle. The first class is concemed with ever, there is evidence that in certain situa-
chUdren's understanding of die causal role of tions chUdren do show some understanding
belief, while die second is concemed widi of die causal role of beliefe in producing ac-
dieir understanding of die representational tion. Specifically, when die felsity of die be-
nature of belief. lief is not at issue, 3-year-olds wUi take the
The Causal Role of Belief belief into account when predicdng an action.

Acco
chUdren'

i b i l
^ ^ ^ S e ^ S S âZjtSiê ^SltrSLSwidi false beliet iies in an ,,„t^„,^ „,. „,!,„„ n ^ ^Ui^^ ™,,,M v«.

,e world (Leslie, i!«»;. ^^r-^^^-i'-^i-^'^^-^^ii^,;^^
us causal role ot beltets ^^ ^^ protagonist's belief. Whether diese

sriSs'fdi^oter^lrsgj ^^^z^^^js^^^t^-

belief tasks. In our tasks, because die felse In one of Flavell et al.'s experiments (Fl
belief was strongly implied by what die pro- et al., 1990, in diis issue. Study 3) youi
tagonist did and said, children did not have to year-olds failed false belief tasks even di
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knowledge of die causal role of beliefe was likely to develop before an understanding of
not required to succeed. In diis study, a con- belief, dieir hypothesis does not provide an
federate of die experimenter explicidy stated adequate explanadon for children's false be-
herfalsebeliefconcemingdienatureofahid- hef difficulties. Aldiough die hypodiesis can

den object. Hadier dian ask children to pre- handle cases in which children are asked to
diet the confederate's action on die basis of predict an action given a desire and a belief, it
diis belief, Flavell et al. merely asked diem a cannot handle certain cases in which children

die confederate said diat she thought diere don of Experiment 1, for example. Cadiy
was a white cup behind a barrier, when in fact wants the crayons, and yet she is about to look

' ' . . 1 . 1 - .1 in the bag rather than in the drawer. On the
face of it, if children predict her belief on die

"Does she think we nave a wnite cup over basis of her desire, they ought to say that she
here?" Clearly, no knowledge of how the be- thinks there are crayons in the bag, because

conld have responded correcdy with Iitde, if bag. At any rate, they certainly do not think
any, belief understanding. All diey had to do diat Cadiy wants rocks to be in die bag and,
was recall die words of die confederate. It is yet, diat is precisely die content of die belief

hard to conceive of a more straightforward they typically attribute to her. It is hard to see
and easy felse belief task than this. Never- how an understanding of desires could lead to
dieless, on diese kinds of tasks approximately such an attribudon. In addition, diere are
two-diirds of die children made incorrect be- some false belief tasks in which desires play
lief attributions! no role at all. One example is die "Smarties"

Wellman and Bartsch have proposed a ^ Q ^ ' ' ? , ' ™ ' ' ? ' ' t'^''TqSfi°p""' ^ f^f "l?S7i

dStTtT:;?:rcSS^^ ESSyS:?SxH
S89; WelUan &'B^sch, 1988). Th êir"v "jj,"'' 'Ujf'^I ""̂  'f"^^}"''- "̂ i'jf'̂ ' "l^

m if diey did, it is implausible
J tz^l^i^^t^^ zro\ĥ eTch"'id":''Jd"'

id to conflicting predictions

pencils in a candy box. Again, however, that
• - - • ' ie f thatch" • •is the content ofthe beUef that children typi-

s^e*rn"''^:t*:f^;£^?s^am Trk''ti'Tt^'''-TiTTt
on die basis ofSiii's belief diat Sam will look have die generality to handle all ofthe rele-
under die porch. Understanding of Sam's de- j "„ " inn^^ wellman, m press, lor a ic-
sire alone, however, would lead to die predic- " pusmou;.

^" t * ? 1 1 ^ to"th'e°stasf£tioT^f his^'deste" ^ ' " ' ^^Presentational Nature of Belief

oases, chUdren weight die infomiation about ^^^^^ ^j^^ repre"entatim^ natoe of"b!;Uef

While we agree with Wellman and liefs and true states of the world; that some-
Bartsch tiiat an understanding of desire is one might, in all seriousness, hold to a belief
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which misrepresents reality is beyond the Flavell, J. H. (1988). The d
realm of possibility. We believe that chil- knowledge about the
dien's performance on our false belief tasks connections_to mental,
and those of others is strongly consistent with
this hypothesis. The Flavell et al. (1990, in
this issue) findings that children performed
poorly even when knowledge of the causal Flavell,
role of belief was not required are particnlarly J
good evidence for it. Additional support
comes from children's justifications in Experi-
ment 1. Children most frequently justified at-
tributing a true belief to the protagonist by
citing some aspect f h t h it

b t F th

tribute to our understanding of children's con-
ception of belief in several ways. Our findings
show that most children continue to perform
poorly on felse belief tasks even in conditions
in which they are given massive assistance.
These flndings strongly converge with results
&om earlier research on fklse belief and on
change of belief (e.g., Gopnik & Astington,
1988; Pemer et al., 1987) and they indicate
that children's difficulties are extremely ro-
bust. Together with other recent flndings,
they also suggest that children's difficulties
do not stem from extraneous task factors, and
that their difficulties go well beyond any fail-
ure to understand the causal role of belief
Bather, our flndings lend powerful support to

e hypothesis that children do not fully

1988). The development of ohUdiens

b h ' "
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